How to: Sew a cute zombie plush with MarySew

You need:
- some fabric 500 cm² 300 cm
- felt left oval
- sewing machine
- thread and needle
- some ric rac ribbon
- button eyes
- fibre fill

1. Print pattern and transfer to fabric
2. Sew the small parts on another (ribcage with heart and ribs, eyes with buttons and lids, mouth with teeth) and stitch it on the front body part
3. Sew body parts together, leave the eaten arm and leg open
4. Sew the bones (arm and leg), fill with fibre fill
5. Fill with fibre fill through the arm and leg
6. Sew the bones by hand to the body and close the opening
7. Add some ric rac ribbon to the bones and to the head (make it more gory "tut") ... and your done!

Enjoy making cute undead things!

Tutorial by Trisha aka MarySew
http://www.mistyillustrations.org/marysews/